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Abstract 
 
This study was carried out in order to develop homozygous lines that differ in grain 

quality from the local maize population. Twelve different local maize landraces were 

used as donor materials in the study. These populations were subjected to induction 

crossing under greenhouse conditions in September 2020 with the ADAIL-I inducer 

line. In September 2021, a total of twelve haploid lines were grown in greenhouse 

conditions. Some plant traits and some grain quality characteristics were examined.  

Zein protein fractions were also analyzed with SDS-PAGE analysis. The haploid 

induction rates (HIR) of donor materials ranged from 6.08% to 11.71%. The average 

HIR value of the ADAIL-I inducer line was determined as 8.20%. The average value of 

plant height of developed lines varied between 123 cm and 250 cm; first ear height 

between 54 cm and 120 cm; stem diameter between 0.7 cm and 1.2 cm; crude oil 

content between 2.39% and 7.54%; oleic acid content between 15.34% and %30.98; 

linoleic acid content between 50.4% and 67.8%; protein content between 6.75% and 

13.74%; and zein content between 4.58% and 5.04%. Some the homozygous lines 

carry the desired protein bands in terms of zein fractions. 

Introduction 
 

Maize is one of the most common cereal species, 
and its cultivation is becoming more widespread every 
year. Among the staple cereal species, maize has 
reached the second place in the world in terms of 
cultivation areas and the first place in terms of the 
amount of production (Erenstein et al., 2021). The use 
of this type of grain used in human and animal nutrition 
in different industries has also become widespread. 
Considering the cereal cultivation in our country, the 
maize has had a significant increase in the planting area 
and production amount in the last 10 years (TUIK, 2020). 
However, one of the biggest shortcomings in terms of 
marketing and converting, maize products to 
commercial value is that the production of high-value-
added raw materials from maize has not become 

widespread enough. Raw materials that are used in the 
production of products with high added value are 
imported raw or processed. 

Zein proteins and crude oil are important products 
with high added values obtained from maize kernels. Of 
the raw materials required in the production of maize oil 
are mostly imported items in Turkey. The primary 
reason for this situation is due to the lack of Turkish 
maize varieties suitable for oil production. The oil 
content varies between 3-5.5% in normal maize 
genotypes (Lambert, 2001). Although it is not included 
in the oil plants, maize is used as a source of vegetable 
oil both in the world and in Turkey in this regard. The 
most important advantage of maize in comparison with 
the species classified as oil plants is that it is a high-
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yielding plant (TUIK, 2020). In addition, maize oil has 
desirable properties both in terms of both health and 
nutrition. For this reason, a significant effort is being 
made worldwide to develop high-oil maize lines and 
hybrids (Singh et al., 2014). There is more than 6% oil in 
the genotypes described as "high-oil maize” (Lambert, 
2001). The development of high oil maize lines has 
reached such an advanced point that today there are 
lines that contain about 20% oil in their seed, have been 
developed with the support of tissue culture methods 
and are the subject of patents (Foley, 2009; Patent no: 
US007495155B2). Development of high oil maize 
studies is important for seed breeding targets in Turkey 
and it is an issue that lags behind other countries. Raw 
zein extracts, which are used as protein-based film raw 
materials in the textile, food and pharmaceutical 
industries in recent years, are among the raw materials 
with high added value that can be obtained from maize. 
The price per kilogram of raw zein obtained from maize 
is about 10-40 US dollars (Anderson & Lamsal, 2011). 
There are decisions taken at the international level to 
focus on the production of biodegradable plastics to 
reduce environmental pollution. These decisions will 
effect on the increasing the production of raw materials 
used in biodegradable plastics or films in the near future 
It is expected that the sectors for maize-derived 
products are developing around the world and will have 
significant commercial potential in the coming years 
(Anonymous, 2019). To take part in the zein market, it is 
important to increase the activities aimed at this market 
and to meet the needs of raw materials. The most 
important aspect in this regard is that maize lines and 
varieties suitable for the production of high added value 
raw materials have not been developed yet in our 
country. It is possible to say that there is a significant gap 
in this area in Turkey. 

An important time is allocated for the work of 
developing pure lines by classical methods in breeding 
programs, and this is undesirable for breeders (Eder & 
Chalyk, 2002). In this regard, it becomes possible to 
develop 100% homozygous lines in a short time with the 
help of in vivo or in vitro methods as an alternative to 
traditional breeding methods (Chalyk, 1994, Chidzanga 
et al., 2017). The in vivo doubled haploid method is 
widely preferred in practice by researchers in maize 
breeding studies due to its high success rate and ease of 
use (Ren et al., 2017). In this context, various studies 
have been conducted in different countries on the 
development of homozygous lines from maize 
germplasms and the use of these lines in variety of 
development programs such as Germany, (Schmidt, 
2003), USA (Seitz, 2005), Croatia (Mazur et al., 2019), 
Turkey (Cerit et al., 2016; Erdal et al., 2019). The in vivo 
doubled haploid technique has proven its validity as a 
practical method of developing parental lines in maize 
and has become a widely used technique in practice. 
The in vivo doubled haploid technique can also be used 
for the development of parental lines in terms of grain 
quality characteristics. So far, it is known that there is no 

study on the development of homozygous lines for the 
oil and zein content in Turkey. 

The aims of this study are, to develop homozygous 
maize lines from 12 different donor materials, mostly 
consisting of local maize populations, ii) and to study the 
agronomic characteristics of the developed lines, in 
addition to zein and oil contents, as well as the 
variations in zein fractions. With the current study, it 
was aimed to give a new direction to launch seed 
breeding programs suitable for the production of high 
added value raw materials from the seeds of developed 
varieties. 

 

Materials and Methods 
 
Plant Material 

Twelve local maize landraces were used as donor 
material which were collected from different regions of 
Turkey and previously screened for zein and oil content. 
These populations are obtained from the Faculty of 
Agriculture of Ordu University. The local populations 
have no restrictions on their commercial and research 
use. The ADAIL-1 inducer line was used as a male parent 
to obtain haploid seeds from donor materials. This 
inducer was developed by the Sakarya Maize Research 
Institute in Türkiye. 

 
Field-Greenhouse Experiments and Laboratory Studies 

The study was carried out within an 18-month plan 
covering field and greenhouse trials between 2020-2022 
(Figure 1). First of all, the donor materials and the 
inducer line were germinated in the growth chamber. 
Once the plants reached the third to fourth leaf stage, 
they were transplanted into 30-cm-diameter plastic 
pots and grown under greenhouse conditions in the 
winter period of 2018 for induction crossing. In this 
context, donor materials were pollinated by the ADAIL-I 
inducer line according to the method proposed by 
Prasanna et al. (2012). Controlled pollination method 
was used and the pollen collected from different plants 
belonging to the inducer line were brought together and 
transferred to the previously protected ears of the 
donor materials. Heating and lighting conditions under 
the greenhouse were provided at 20°C and 16/8-h 
photoperiod (day/night), respectively. Irrigation was 
carried out according to the water requirements of the 
plants with the drip irrigation method. Fertigation was 

Figure 1. The diagram showing the steps of current study. 
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applied using drip irrigation fertilizer containing NPK and 
an equal amount of fertilizer was made with irrigation. 
At harvest, the ears were collected by hand and 
transported to the laboratory for the separation of 
haploid/diploid seed samples. Kernels from each ear 
sample were seperated according to the classification 
method, taking into account R1-nj (Navajo) gene 
expression, proposed by Prassana et al. (2012). The 
haploid induction ratios according to the donors were 
determined by the formula below, based on the number 
of seeds total and putative haploid kernels. These 
calculations were made at the cob level and then the 
average values were calculated according to the 
populations and the haploid induction rate (HIR) values 
of the donor materials were determined. 
HIR(%) = (putative haploid/ total number of seeds) × 100 
 

Colchicine treatment was applied as a stem 
injection method proposed by Zabirova et al. (1996) 
according to the method. For this purpose, haploid 
seeds were planted into the germination trays and 
moved to a controlled environment. When the plants 
reached the 3-4 leaf stage, 100 µL colchicine solution 
(0.125% colchicine 0.5% DMSO) was injected into the 
stem of haploid plants using a sterile injector (Figure 2). 
The plants were not watered for one day after the 
injection to ensure the expected effect of colchicine 
treatment. After several days, double haploid seedlings 
were transplanted to the field with 70 × 20 cm row 
spacing in May 2021 (Figure 2). This trial was set up in a 
single block and side by side rows and irrigated with a 
drip irrigation system. Fertilization was carried out with 
the drip irrigation system with the account of 8 kg of 
pure nitrogen and 4 kg of pure phosphorus per decare. 
When the plants reached the generative stage, they 
were pollinated in a controlled pollination method 
recommended by Kahriman (2016). For this purpose, 
field controls were made every morning between 8:00 
and 10:00 A.M and pollen samples collected from 
doubled haploid lines were transferred to the ear of the 
same plant. Pollen collection was performed using a 
special vacuum system (Kahriman, 2021), due to the fact 
that doubled haploid plants could have limited pollen 
production. When the plants reached harvest maturity, 
ears were harvested by hand and DH0 seed samples 
were obtained by the threshing of the ear samples. 

Twelve doubled haploid lines were obtained from 
twenty donor materials. Some of the donors had sterility 
and no emergence of doubled haploid seeds. Therefore, 
the rest of the study was conducted using twelve 
doubled haploid lines. In September 2021, DH0 seeds of 
twelve doubled haploid lines from the previous field trial 
were planted in germination viols. Emerging plants were 
grown in greenhouse conditions by transplanting in the 
18 liter pots containing field soil and manure with 3:1 
ratio (Figure 2). Applications and growth conditions in 
this step were kept the same as those specified in the 
induction crossing experiment. Each plant was selfed 
with the controlled pollination method recommended 

by Kahriman (2016) and kernel samples were obtained 
for further analyses. In the greenhouse experiment 
where double haploids were tested, observations and 
measurements were made regarding the following 
traits. 
 

Figure 2. Colchicine treatment, transplanting DH0 plants into 
the field and growing DH1 plants in the greenhouse. 

 
Agronomic Traits: Plant height, first ear height, 

stem diameter measurements were carried out 
according to the maize technical instruction of the Seed 
Registration Certification Directorate (TTSM, 2018). 

Crude Oil Content: It was determined using a Near 
Infrared Spectroscopy (NIR) device with a previously 
developed local calibration model (Kahriman et al., 
2021). 

Oleic and Linoleic Acid Content: The oleic and 
linoleic acid contents of the lines was determined using 
a local calibration model (Kahriman et al., 2021) 
developed on the Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIR) 
device. 

Zein Content: Extraction of zein fractions was 
carried out using 70% ethanol and 2% ß-
mercaptoethanol (Yau et al., 1999). The defeated flour 
samples were weighed ̴100 mg into the eppendorf tube. 
One mL extraction solution was added and the tubes 
were incubated at 22°C for 1 hour after vortexing. Then, 
the samples were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 10 min. 
The supernatants were taken into a new tube for further 
steps and preserved at + 4°C. The Bradford method was 
used for the quantitative content of zein proteins from 
the obtained extracts. In this context, 200 µL of Bradford 
solution was added on 50 µL samples within a 96-well 
microplate, and the absorbance values were recorded at 
595 nm with a microplate reader (Biotek Instruments) 
after waiting for 45 min at 10°C. Using the same method, 
the standard curve was created with the BSA (Bovine 
Serum Albumin) standard and the zein content of the 
samples was determined with the help of this curve 
(Bradford, 1976). 

Separation of Zein Fractions: Zein fractions were 
separated using the SDS-polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis technique in a vertical electrophoresis 
device. SDS-PAGE gel by 12% concentration (12.35 mL 
distilled water, 14.1 mL 30% stock acrylamide solution, 
18.8 mL 4X Tris solution, 350 µL 10% ammonium 
persulfate, 35 µL TEMED) was prepared (Yau et al., 
1999). The prepared gel solution was filled between the 
gel plates. To load samples onto the gel, the samples 
were kept in a hot water bath at 95°C for 5 min. 
Subsequently, it was centrifuged at 3000×g. After 
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Table 1. The number of seeds obtained induction crossing, the number of putative haploids and HIR values by source materials in 
this study 

Code 
Number of Seeds of 
Induction Crossing 

Putative Haploids 
according to R1-nj Marker Haploid Induction Rate (%) 

Pop 1 616 43 7.00 
Pop 2 220 21 9.43 
Pop 3  331 25 7.51 
Pop 6 286 21 7.28 
Pop 8  301 30 9.85 
Pop 9 507 41 8.09 
Pop 10 430 50 11.61 
Pop 15  305 23 7.69 
Pop 16 362 22 6.08 
Pop 17 510 42 8.16 
Pop 18 217 20 9.07 
Pop 19 469 31 6.64 

 Total:4554 Total:368 Mean:8.20 

centrifugation, 8 µL was taken from each sample and 
molecular standards were loaded with the samples. To 
complete separation, the samples were run at 100 V 
until blue dye reached the bottom of the gel. After the 
samples were separated, the gels taken from the gel 
tank were left in the shaker overnight with a mixture 
solution of 60 g TCA, 1 g Coomassie Brilliant Blue and 25 
mL of ethanol made up to 500 mL with distilled water. 
The gel image was taken and scored according to the 
presence and absence of bands. The molecular weights 
of the bands were determined using the MW (Molecular 
Weights) standard (Catalog number: 26617, Sigma, 
USA). 

 
Statistical Analysis 

The data obtained from the study were analyzed in 
the R statistical package program (R Core Team, 2019). 
The data for the examined features were carried out 
with one-way analysis of variance. The Predictive PCA-
Biplot graphical method was used to show the 
differences of genotypes in terms of the investigated 
traits (La Grange et al., 2009). While the vectors on these 
graphs show the numerical values for the examined 
traits, the angles between the vectors and the direction 
of the values are used to evaluate the correlations 
between the related traits. If the angle between the 
vectors is small and the numerical values on the vector 
change in the same direction, it is understood that there 
is a positive correlation between the traits related to 
these vectors, and if the vector values are in the 
opposite direction, there is a negative correlation. The 
gel images obtained from SDS-PAGE analysis were 
transferred to the GelAnalyzer program to encode the 
band values appearing in gel analyze as present/absent 
(1/0), and the molecular weights of the bands appearing 
in the samples were determined according to the band 
positions of the molecular standard. Genotype profiles 
were scored according to molecular weights and 
genotypic evaluation was made according to variation of 
zein band fractions. 

Results and Discussion 
 
Development of Homozygous Lines by In-vivo Maternal 
Haploid Technique 

The HIR values of donor materials according to the 
number of seeds obtained from induction crossing and 
number of putative haploid seeds are presented in Table 
1. According to the donor materials, haploid induction 
rates varied between 6.08% and 11.61%. Considering 
these values of the donors, the average HIR of the 
ADAIL-1 inducer line was calculated as 8.20%. In 
different studies, it is seen that HIR values vary in a wide 
range in the induction crossing of different inducer lines 
and different donors. HIR values were found between 
7.1% and 12.8% in 7 donor materials by Zararsız et al. 
(2019). In another study, five donor materials and two 
inducers were used and HIR values were found between 
9.20% and 16.10%. Although there is no study on the 
change in HIR value of the same inducer line in different 
locations or conditions, it has been emphasized in 
previous studies that the HIR values of the inducer lines 
may change depending on environmental conditions 
(Rotarenco et al., 2010). If the donor materials carry 
some inhibitory genes that prevent the effect of the 
Navajo genes, some unexpected situations may be 
encountered in the calculations of the HIR value 
(Chaikam et al., 2015) observed that HIR value of some 
donor materials (population 9) were significantly low, 
while others were found to be high, which may be a 
result of this situation. On the other hand, the ADAIL-1 
inducer line was never tested under greenhouse 
conditions during its breeding process. It was stated in 
the paper on the development that this inducer had an 
HIR value of 11-12% under field conditions (Cengiz & 
Esmeray, 2021). The HIR value of the ADAIL-1 inducer in 
greenhouse conditions was tested for the first time in 
our study.  The fact that this inducer line has a lower HIR 
value under greenhouse than field conditions could be 
attributed to the fact that it was not tested for HIR 
values under greenhouse during the development 
process. 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics and results of analysis of variance about the investigated traits 

                                 Descriptive Statistics Analysis of Variance 

Trait Mean Minimum Maximum Std. Dev. Mean of Squares 

Plant Height (cm) 179.0 124.0 250.0 29.9 9720.7** 
First Ear Height (cm) 77.9 54.3 120.0 17.8 3453.5** 
Stem Diameter (cm) 1.58 0.70 2.10 0.421 1.93** 
Protein (%) 9.74 6.75 13.70 1.94 41.03** 
Oil Content (%) 4.15 2.39 7.54 1.4 21.27** 
Oleic Acid (%) 22.2 15.3 31.0 4.8 251.04** 
Linoleic Acid (%) 60.7 50.4 67.8 5.43 321.7** 
Zein (%) 4.77 4.58 5.04 0.172 0.32** 

      ** statistically significant at the p<0.01 level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

                         Figure 3.  The results of Predictive PCA-Biplot Analysis for agronomic (a) and grain quality (b) traits. 

Agronomic and Kernel Quality Characteristics of the 
Doubled Haploid Lines 

Descriptive statistics and variance analysis results 
related to the traits examined in the study are shown in 
Table 2. Among the agronomic traits examined, the 
plant height was found between 124 cm and 250 cm, the 
first ear heights were between 54 cm and 120 cm, and 
the stem diameter was between 0.70 and 2.10 cm. In 
terms of kernel quality characteristics, the oil contents 
of the lines were found between 2.39% and 7.54%, oleic 
acid contents were found between 15.34% and 30.98%, 
and linoleic acid contents were found between 40-50% 
and 67.8%. While the protein contents of the lines were 
varied between 6.75% and 13.70%, the minimum and 
maximum values of the lines in terms of zein content 
were determined as 4.58% and 5.04%, respectively. The 
results of the analysis of variance showed that there 
were significant differences between the lines for all the 
traits examined (Table 2). 

The results of some agronomic traits and kernel 
quality characteristics of the lines in the experiment 
carried out with these seeds under greenhouse 
conditions are shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b. 
According to the Predictive Principal Component 
Analysis-Biplot (P-PCA-Biplot) method, it is seen that the 
lines have a remarkable variation in terms of agronomic 

and kernel quality characteristics. The lines numbered 
15, 16, 18, and 19 were above the average of lines in 
terms of plant height (PH) and first ear height (FEH). In 
terms of stem diameter, it was determined that lines 1, 
10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 had values above the average 
(Figure 3a). In the study by Bayhan et al. (2021), in which 
homozygous pure lines were tested under greenhouse 
conditions, the plant height was found between 103.75 
cm-190.00 cm, the first ear height was between 29.00 
cm and 63.00 cm, and the stem diameter between 6.54 
mm and 8.45 mm. Although the results obtained in our 
study were within the limits specified values, it was 
observed that some genotypes were out of the limits 
than the reported ranges. It has been emphasized that 
environmental factors such as lighting and temperature, 
may affect plant growth in studies carried out under 
controlled conditions and plant growth differed from 
field conditions (Poorter et al., 2016). Although 
greenhouse conditions are controlled environments, 
differences may arise between greenhouse trials carried 
out in different regions due to the climatic 
characteristics of the region where the greenhouse is 
located and the characteristics of the light source used 
(LED, Halogen, etc.). On the other hand, the materials 
used in these studies are homozygous lines obtained 
from different donor materials. There may be 
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differences in the results obtained between studies due 
to genotypic effects. 

It was determined that genotypes 2 and 6 were 
genotypes with higher oil content compared to the 
others. They could be considered “High Oil Maize” given 
the fact that their average for oil contents was higher 
than the previously mentioned limit (>6%). In terms of 
zein content, lines 16, 17 and 19 were found to have 
values above the average. In terms of protein content, 
lines 2, 3 and 9 had higher protein content than the 
other lines. It was determined that the lines with high 
oleic acid content were lines 6, 8 and 16, while lines 3 
and 9 were prominent in terms of linoleic acid content 
(Figure 3b). The number of studies examining kernel 
quality traits in studies conducted under greenhouse 
conditions is limited. On the other hand, it was 
determined that there was a significant variation for 
kernel quality characteristics in maize inbred lines in 
studies carried out under field conditions. In a study 
conducted by Kahriman et al. (2016), the inbred lines 
with different genetic backgrounds showed a 
considerable variation for protein (9.6% to 21.7%), oil 
contents (3.33% to 14.5%), oleic acid contents (22.1% to 
47.1%), and linoleic acid contents (40.7% to 63.8%). 
While the results obtained in our research were 
between the values specified for protein and oil, it was 
noted that there were genotypes outside the specified 
limits in terms of other characteristics. As in the 
agronomic traits, these differences could be attributed 
to the growing conditions and genotypic effects. 

When the values on the vectors of agronomic traits 
and the angles between the vectors are taken into 
account in PPCA-Biplot graphics, it can be interpreted as 
there is a positive correlation between stem diameter, 
first ear height and plant height (Figure 3a). In addition 
to studies reporting a positive correlation between plant 
height and stem diameter in maize (Mousavi & Nagi, 
2021), positive correlations are also reported between 
plant height and first ear height (Sadek et al. 2006). 
According to the PPCA-Biplot for quality traits (Figure 
3b), it was observed that there was a negative 
correlation between zein and oil contents. Ray et al. 
(2019) attributed the negative correlation between oil 
and protein content in maize to the differences in the 
proportional weights of embryo and endosperm in the 
maize kernel. They suggested that the increase in 
embryo size increases the oil content, and this situation 
decreases the protein content because it decreases the 
proportional share of the endosperm. Zein proteins are 
the predominant type of protein in maize and constitute 
50-60% of the total protein. Therefore, the negative 
correlation between oil and zein content in our study 
was also found and it could be related to the situation 
described by Ray et al. (2019). There was a negative 
correlation between oleic and linoleic acid (Figure 3b). 
High and negative correlations between two fatty acids 
in maize were also determined in previous studies 
(Baldin et al., 2018, Ray et al., 2019). This relationship 
has been associated with the activity of the n-6 

desaturase enzyme and is based on the fact that linoleic 
acid synthesis occurs from oleic acid. 

 
Protein Band Analysis 

According to the results of protein band analysis, it 
was determined that there were some differences in 
zein fractions in doubled haploid lines. SDS-PAGE gel 
analysis showed that 19 kDa and 22 kDa bands are 
present in all lines (Figure 4) In addition to these bands, 
27 kDa zein fractions and 15 kDa fractions were also 
observed in some lines. On the other hand, 27 kDa zein 
bands were not found in lines 2, 6 and 8. These lines are 
genotypes with higher values in terms of oil content 
than the others. Although zein band analyzes were 
performed for qualitative discrimination in current 
study, it was noted that 27 kDa band intensities of some 
genotypes (3 and 9) were higher than the others despite 
the same amount of sample loaded to SDS-PAGE gel. 

 
Figure 4. Distribution of zein fractions in SDS-PAGE gel analysis. 

 
Although zeins are the dominant fraction in maize 

proteins, band variation may vary according to different 
genotypes. Zein proteins are divided into two 
subgroups, prolamins and prolamin-like proteins. These 
groups are mainly separated depending on the 
differences in the disulfide bonds. Zeins classified as 
prolamin group are 19 and 22 kDa α-zeins, while 
prolamin-like zein differences include γ (50, 27 and 16 
kDa), β (15 kDa) and δ (18, 10 kDa) zein fractions (Feng 
et al., 2009). The densities of the sub-fractions vary 
according to the formation stages of the zein structures 
in the maize kernel. While zein protein structures consist 
of γ and β fractions in the early stage, α and δ fractions 
begin to form in the middle developmental stage, and α-
zein fractions become dominant in the last stage 
(Holding, 2014). While α-zein fractions with a size of 19-
22 kDa are located in the inner part of the zein structure, 
whose formation is completed, β and γ fractions are 
localized in the outer layers. The higher amount of α-
zein in maize genotypes compared to other fractions is 
related to this formation process. In most of the lines 
developed in our study, bands belonging to the prolamin 
group fractions were observed to be intense. γ-zein 
fractions were not found in lines with high oil content. 
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Conclusion 
 
As a result of the study, twelve doubled haploid 

lines from local maize populations were developed. It 
was noted that the inducer line used in terms of HIR 
value had a relatively lower value in greenhouse 
conditions than its previously reported HIR value. It was 
determined that there was a remarkable variation 
between the lines in terms of the oil and zein content. 
However, in SDS-PAGE analysis, a similar profile was 
observed in most of the lines in terms of subfractions of 
zein proteins. Although the agronomic performances of 
the developed lines are considered sufficient under 
greenhouse conditions, they should also be tested 
under field experiments. Among the developed 
homozygous materials, two lines were high-oil (>6%) 
maize (numbered 2 and 6). In addition, it was 
determined that three lines (16, 17, and 19) had higher 
zein content than other lines. However, there is a need 
to test these genotypes both under field conditions and 
to evaluate their combination abilities with other lines. 
Registration of parent lines and hybrids may be possible 
if promising hybrid combinations are available. 
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